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ULTRA POLYLOK
ADVANCED 
SEWAGE TREATMENT



Based in Northamptonshire, England, Marsh
Industries is a leading manufacturer of sewage
treatment plant and off-mains drainage
products for both UK and overseas markets.

Marsh supplies sewage treatment plants and off-

mains drainage products for domestic,

commercial and industrial applications as well as

design and technical support. The company has

one of the largest merchant distributor networks

available in Europe. 

Brand names include Ensign and Ultra Polylok

wastewater treatment plants and Marsh Holland

pump chambers. Marsh Industries is the sole

distributor of Polylok tertiary filters in the UK.

MARSH INDUSTRIES

MATERIALS AND 
MANUFACTURING
Marsh Industries uses the highest quality parts

and materials to ensure complete assurance in

every aspect of build quality.

Tanks and chambers are typically made from the

following materials:

Virgin unfilled resin (no ‘fillers’ such as chalk)
Provides consistent wall thickness to ensure

superior structural strength and durability. This

also enables the tank to be significantly lighter

for on-site handling/positioning and better suited

to withstand greater hydrostatic pressures when

in use.

ISO gel-coat / flo-coat
Protecting the fibres in the laminates reduces UV

degradation whilst improving water and chemical

resistance. This inherent integrity allows Marsh

to offer an unrivalled 50 year design life, backed

by a 25 year structural guarantee.

TANK DESIGN
Construction Products Regulations (CPR) state

that it is mandatory for manufacturers to apply

CE marking to any of their products covered

by a harmonised European Standard. Building

Regulations have also adopted CE marking as

the primary route to show ‘Fitness for Purpose’

in the UK.

With this in mind Marsh products are fully

type-tested and certified in accordance with

BSEN12050 (pump chambers) and

BSEN12566 (septic tanks, sewage treatment

plants and cesspools) to ensure compliance

with environmental permitting programmes

and relevant Building Regulations.  
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ULTRA POLYLOK
SEWAGE TREATMENT PLANT
Marsh Ultra Polylok sewage treatment systems provide
advanced biological treatment to off-mains wastewater. 

The units are designed to BSEN12255 and are ideally suited for

larger residential, commercial, industrial and leisure sites serving

6-500+ people.

Proven reliability of the simple but effective Submerged Aeration

Filtration (SAF-MBBR) system offers both operating and

financial benefits when compared to more complex

alternatives that require frequent servicing and maintenance to

sustain performance.

BSEN12566-3 tested and certified where applicable 6-50PE.

GAIA SEGE©
SEWAGE TREATMENT PLANT PROCESS DESIGN
Developed by Marsh Industries, the unique Gaia Sege process design
programme uses established core process equations to accurately calculate
and tailor key variables ensuring total processing optimisation for Biological
Oxygen Demand (BOD), Total Suspended Solids (TSS) and Ammonia (NH4)
reduction and removal. 

The Gaia Sege programme uses ‘British Water Flows & Loads’ data to calculate
initial flows and loadings whilst also calculating peak flows and levels.  

The programme can accurately calculate sludge generation and storage on a
daily basis, dependent upon final effluent standards required, ensuring the
optimisation of primary chambers, individual clarifiers, diffused oxygen feed and
final settlement chamber.

These precise calculations provide assurance to engineers, specifiers and
contractors that the plant is specifically designed to meet the exact effluent
standards of regulatory bodies, ie, Environment Agency, Natural Resources
Wales and SEPA. It also enables clients to specify plant that will meet final
effluent standards for SSSI, SAC, SPA and RAMSAR sites.
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> 6-50PE tested to BSEN12566-3 and CE

marked; 55-500PE designed to BSEN12255 to

ensure compliance with latest environmental and

Building Regulations requirements

> Class-leading effluent quality ensures discharges well within

national consent standards

> Can be specified as single tank or low-profile modular system - differing

tank profiles and configurations allow optimum flexibility to suit varying site

conditions

> Heavy duty shell as standard to enable installation in all ground conditions

> Easily accessible low energy compressor(s) for minimal running, maintenance and servicing

costs. Integral alarm detects low pressure in air line

> High specification bio-media (310m3 per m2) and membrane diffusers ensure even circulation

to eliminate 'dead spots'

> Internal recirculation (from final to primary chamber) continues treatment process to provide

higher effluent quality whilst balancing flow over 24 hour period or periods of intermittent use

> Unique ‘keying-in’ lip to assist anchoring into granular or concrete surround

> All plants fitted with the patented Polylok tertiary filter to reduce suspended solids in the final

effluent by a further 35%, whilst also reducing residual BOD and Ammonia levels

> Optional extras include extensions for deep installations, heavy duty covers, carbon

ventilation, telemetry alarms, pumped outlets for sites with adverse levels, sample chambers

and kiosks

Through a system of internal baffles and polylok
filters, Marsh grease traps aid the performance of
sewage treatment plants by preventing fats, oils and
greases from entering the drainage channel.

GREASE TRAPS
TO AID PERFORMANCE OF SEWAGE TREATMENT PLANTS

ANCILLARY 
PRODUCTS

All products backed by Marsh Industries
commercial and technical support. 

Post installation and commissioning visits
available, together with service and
maintenance contracts if required.
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ADVANCED BIOLOGICAL TREATMENT 
TO OFF-MAINS WASTEWATER
FROM 6-500PE
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KEY
1 Inlet   
2 Primary chamber(s)
3 Aeration chamber(s)   
4 Compressor(s)
5 Diffuser(s)   
6 Final (or ‘humus’) chamber   
7 Recirculation to primary chamber   
8 Outlet   
9 Manway access

Specifically designed for disinfecting the effluent
from residential and commercial aerobic 
treatment plants by destroying viruses, parasites
and pathogenic.

The Ultra Polylok UV chambers can be installed as

part of a Marsh Ultra Polylok sewage treatment plant

or as a stand-alone plant to further improve the

effluent from an existing sewage treatment plant.

ULTRA POLYLOK UV FILTER
ULTRA-VIOLET DISINFECTION

This is not a typical tank
installation. Configuration and
components are shown for
illustration purposes only

Available for domestic or commercial sites the
Marsh Phoslok is single piece plant which adds
timed doses of a coagulant to treated effluent to
further remove phosphates.

Easily installed downstream from a sewage treatment

plant, this tertiary treatment option is the best

available method to prevent eutrophication in sensitive

discharge locations such as protected waters.

PHOSLOK
TERTIARY PHOSPHATE TREATMENT
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Polylok filter
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Polylok filter
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TGV FAST RAIL LINE
Project location Nîmes, France
Plant size 340PE

Oc’Via Construction, the partnership building the
£2bn TGV Fast Rail line to Montpellier in France,
specified the Marsh Ultra Polylok sewage
treatment plant to meet stringent National and
Local Authority requirements in an environmentally
sensitive area.

A three tank Ultra Polylok system was installed for
optimum performance, reliability and self-cleaning
properties with quantifiable life-cycle costs. The
final effluent quality achieved: <15mg/l BOD,
20mg/l TSS and 20mg/l NH4.

ULTRA POLYLOK 
CASE STUDIES

ISLE OF GRAIN POWER STATION
Project location Isle of Grain, Kent, UK
Plant size 200PE

The National Grid power station on the Isle of Grain
is situated in a sensitive environmental area which
requires off-mains sewage treatment plant with
discharge directly into the Thames/Medway estuary.

A Marsh Ultra Polylok sewage treatment plant was
specified after successful preparation of tenders
and Health and Safety procedures with National and
International contractors. The tanks were
successfully installed by Bates Environmental and
since installation the Ultra Polylok plant has
exceeded the 15:15:10 standard set by the
Environment Agency.

MANOR WOOD 
COUNTRY CARAVAN PARK
Project location Cheshire, UK
Plant size 60PE

Due to the low visual impact and safety properties
of the Ultra Polylok, the system was selected to
serve the toilet facilities in the award winning Manor
Wood Country Caravan Park.

The system was installed on-budget and on-time to
ensure minimal disruption to the caravan park and
its visitors.
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ASSOCIATED PRODUCTS

Package Sewage Treatment Plant's (or PSTP's) are often a suitable option for smaller sites
serving up to 50 persons where groundwater in the surrounding environment is vulnerable,
drainage field percolation values are restrictive, or direct discharge to watercourse or
surface water sewer is the prefered discharge method.

ENSIGN PACKAGE
SEWAGE TREATMENT PLANT
INTENSIVE BIOLOGICAL PROCESSING FOR OFF-MAINS WASTEWATER FROM 6-50PE

> Tested to BSEN12566:3 and CE-marked to ensure compliance

with latest environmental and Building Regulations requirements

> Class-leading effluent quality of 11.5:19.2:8.4 (BOD:SS:NH4)
ensures discharges well within national consent standards 

> Standard or shallow options enable suitability for all site

conditions (including driveways - subject to plinth/surround to

prevent superimposed loadings)

> Low energy compressors ensure minimal running, maintenance

and servicing costs

> Integral lifting eyes for improved on-site handling

> Optional extras include patented Polylok filter to further reduce

suspended solids and extend life of drainage field; extensions for

deep installations; pumped outlets for sites with adverse levels;

and many more

> Designed to BSEN12050 for structural strength and water-tightness and to

BSEN752 to comply with hydrostatic and electrical requirements

> Smooth internal walls and integral pump well improves pump efficiency

and eliminates ‘dead spots’ which can lead to odours and septicity   

> Heavy duty (industrial) ‘peardrop’ floats and Lowara (Xylem) pumps

throughout ensure robust, reliable design and maximum efficiency of

pump with minimal clogging or wear

> High level alarm as standard

> Variable invert depths and orientations    to suit individual site conditions

PUMP CHAMBERS
FOR PUMPING SEWAGE AND WATER TO MAINS
When discharge to mains is required, but to do so by gravity is impractical, a
pump chamber system will be needed. Although available as floor-mounted
units for indoor applications such as basements, the vast majority are
installed outdoors at levels to suit on-site conditions and topography.

The Marsh range incorporates systems for pumping surface water or domestic

sewage to mains, septic/PSTP effluent to drainage fields/watercourses, and

bespoke systems for larger domestic and industrial applications.
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www.marshindustries.co.uk

MARSH INDUSTRIES
UK MARKET LEADERS IN OFF-MAINS DRAINAGE
Units 3-13 Addington Park Industrial Estate
Little Addington, Kettering
Northamptonshire NN14 4AS
sales@marshindustries.co.uk
+44 (0)1933 654582

MI-UPSTP-0714-A


